A compact T -algebra is an initial T -algebra whose inverse is a nal T -coalgebra. Functors with this property are said to be algebraically compact. This is a very strong property used in programming semantics which allows one to interpret recursive datatypes involving mixed-variance functors, such as function space. The construction of compact algebras is usually done in categories with a zero object where some form of a limit-colimit coincidence exists. In this paper we consider a more abstract approach and show how one can construct compact algebras in categories which have neither a zero object, nor a (standard) limit-colimit coincidence by re ecting the compact algebras from categories which have both. In doing so, we provide a constructive description of a large class of algebraically compact functors (satisfying a compositionality principle) and show our methods compare quite favorably to other approaches from the literature.
Introduction
Inductive datatypes for programming languages can be used to represent important data structures such as lists, trees, natural numbers and many others.
When providing a denotational interpretation for such languages, type expressions correspond to functors and one has to be able to construct their initial algebras in order to model inductive datatypes [LS81] . If the admissible datatype expressions allow only pairing and sum types, then the functors induced by these expressions are all polynomial functors, i.e., functors constructed using only coproducts and (tensor) product connectives, and the required initial algebra may usually be constructed using Adámek's celebrated theorem [Adá74] .
However, if one also allows function types as part of the admissible datatype expressions, then we talk about recursive datatypes and their denotational interpretation requires additional structure. A solution advocated by Freyd [Fre91] and Fiore and Plotkin [FP94] is based on algebraically compact functors, i.e., functors F which have an initial F -algebra whose inverse is a nal F -coalgebra.
F -algebras with this property are called compact within this paper.
The celebrated limit-colimit coincidence theorem [SP82] and other similar theorems are usually used for the construction of compact algebras with starting point a zero object of the category where the language is interpreted.
However, if one is interested in semantics for mixed linear/non-linear lambda calculi, then it becomes necessary to also solve recursive domain equations within categories that do not have a zero object.
In this paper, we demonstrate how one can construct compact algebras in categories which do not have a zero object and we do so without (explicitly) assuming the existence of any limits or colimits whatsoever. Our methods are based on enriched category theory and we show how this allows us to re ect compact algebras from categories with strong algebraic compactness properties into categories without such properties. The results which we present are also compositional and this allows us to provide constructive descriptions of large classes of algebraically compact functors using formal grammars.
A Re ection Theorem for Algebraically Compact Functors
In this section we show how initial algebras, nal coalgebras and compact algebras may be re ected.
De nition 1 Given an endofunctor T : C → C, a T -algebra is a pair (A, a) , where A is an object of C and T A De nition 2 An endofunctor T : C → C is (1) algebraically complete if it has an initial T -algebra (2) algebraically cocomplete if it has a nal T -coalgebra and (3)
Next, we recall a lemma rst observed by Peter Freyd.
Lemma 3 ([Fre91, pp. 100]) Let C and D be categories and F : C → D and G :
By dualising the above lemma, we obtain the next one.
Lemma 4 Let C and D be categories and
By using the two lemmas above, the next theorem follows immediately. Then F G is algebraically complete/cocomplete/compact i GF is algebraically complete/cocomplete/compact, respectively.
In order to avoid cumbersome repetition, all subsequent results are stated for algebraic compactness. However, all results presented in this section and the next one (excluding Non-Example 29) also hold true when all instances of "algebraic compactness" are replaced with "algebraic completeness" or with "algebraic cocompleteness".
In particular, a Set-algebraically compact category is a locally small category C, such that every endofunctor T : C → C is algebraically compact. In this case we simply say C is algebraically compact.
Example 9 Let λ be a cardinal and let Hilb Next, we show how to re ect algebraically compact V-functors.
De nition 11
We shall say that a V-endofunctor T : C → C has a V-algebraically compact factorisation if there exists a V-algebraically compact category D and V- Note that (ordinary) algebraically compact functors are not closed under composition. However, using the additional structure we have introduced, we can prove the following compositionality result.
Proposition 15
Let H : C → C be a V-endofunctor and T : C → C be a V-endofunctor with a V-algebraically compact factorisation. Then H • T also has a V-algebraically compact factorisation and is thus algebraically compact.
Constructive Classes of Algebraically Compact Functors
Assumption 16 Throughout the rest of the section, we assume we are given the following data. A V-category C, a V-algebraically compact category D together with V-functors F : C → D and G : D → C and a V-endofunctor T ∼ = G • F.
Consider the following grammar:
A, B ::
where X is simply a type variable, n ranges over the natural numbers (including zero) and H ranges over V-functors H : C n → C. Every such type expression induces a V-endofunctor X A : C → C, de ned by:
Remark 17 Since the base of enrichment V is cartesian, tuples of V-functors, as above, are also V-functors and the above assignment is well-de ned. Also, V-algebraically compact categories have been studied only for cartesian V. Because of these two reasons, Assumption 6 cannot be relaxed to a symmetric monoidal closed V.
Theorem 18
Any functor X A : C → C factors through F and is therefore algebraically compact.
Proof. By induction. For the base case we have T ∼ = G • F. The step case is given
Example 19
The V-functor T is algebraically compact.
Example 20 Any constant functor K c : C → C is, of course, algebraically compact. This is captured by our theorem, because K c is the underlying functor of the constant c V-endofunctor K c : C → C, which may be constructed using our grammar. 
Special Case: Models of Mixed Linear/Non-linear Lambda Calculi
As a special case, our development can be applied to models of mixed linear/nonlinear lambda calculi with recursive types, as we shall now explain.
In a CPO-category, an embedding-projection pair is a pair of morphisms (e, p), such that e • p ≤ id and p • e = id. The morphism e is called an embedding and the morphism p a projection. An e-initial object is an initial object 0, such that every initial map with it as source is an embedding.
De nition 22 A model of the linear/nonlinear xpoint calculus (LNL-FPC) [LMZ19] is given by the following data: Since D is CPO-algebraically compact, we can now construct a large class of algebraically compact functors via Theorem 18. For instance, such a subclass is given by the following corollary.
Corollary 25 Any endofunctor on CPO constructed using constants, T , × and +, and such that all occurrences of the functorial variable in its de nition are surrounded by T , is algebraically compact.
Remark 26
To make this more precise, one should specify a formal grammar like (1)
to indicate the admissible functorial expressions, but it should be clear that (1) can be easily specialised to handle this.
Next, let us consider some example endofunctors on CPO.
Example 27
The endofunctor H(X) = T X + T X is algebraically compact. Indeed,
Example 28
The endofunctor H(X) = T X + T (T X × T X) is algebraically compact.
To see it, observe that H = + • T, T • × • T, T = X T X + T (T X × T X) .

Non-Example 29 The endofunctor H(X) = X × T X is not algebraically compact (its initial algebra is
Our results do not apply to it, because the left occurrence of X does not have T applied to it. For the same reason, the identity functor Id(X) = X is also not algebraically compact and not covered by our development.
Algebraically Compact Mixed-Variance Functors
As mentioned in the introduction, algebraic compactness allows us to model recursive datatypes which include mixed-variance functors such as function space. In this section we show that our methods are also compatible with recursive datatypes.
Consider a mixed-variance bifunctor H : C op × C → C. Since H is not an endofunctor, then clearly we cannot talk about H-algebras or H-coalgebras. A more appropriate notion is that of a H-dialgebra, which we will not introduce here, because of a lack of space and because the category of H-dialgebras is isomorphic to the category of H-algebras [Fre90, §4] , where
Because of this, it is standard to model recursive datatypes as endofunctors
If a category D is V-algebraically complete, then D op is V-algebraically cocomplete and vice versa. Thus, V-algebraic compactness is a self-dual notion.
Unlike the previous sections, the results presented here do not hold for algebraically complete or cocomplete functors and categories.
Moreover, if a category D is V-algebraically compact in a parameterised sense, then so is D op × D. For lack of space, we omit the details of parameterised algebraic compactness, but the interested reader may consult [FP94] .
We point out that the notions of CPO-algebraic compactness and parame- 
Consider the following grammar:
where c ranges over the objects of CPO and H ranges over CPO-endofunctors on CPO. Every such type expression induces a CPO-endofunctor X A : 
Non-Example 33
Consider the internal-hom functor
is not algebraically compact, because its initial algebra is given by
which is not its nal coalgebra. Our results do not apply to [− → −], because T does not occur anywhere in its de nition.
Comparison with Limit-Colimit Coincidence Results
The focus in this paper is to study algebraically compact endofunctors on categories which do not necessarily have a zero object. In First, a necessary condition in the above situation.
Proposition 35
In the situation of Theorem 34, the hom-cpo C(H1, H1) is pointed.
We may now see that Barr's theorem does not behave well when dealing with constant functors or with functors involving coproducts.
Example 36 Consider the constant functor K 2 : CPO → CPO where 2 is any two point cpo equipped with the discrete order. As we explained in Example 20, our development captures the fact that K 2 is algebraically compact. However, Barr's theorem does not show this, because CPO(2, 2) is not pointed.
Example 37 Consider the functor H(X)
is given by lifting. Our development showed in Example 27 that this functor is algebraically compact. However, Barr's theorem does not show this, because CPO(1 ⊥ + 1 ⊥ , 1 ⊥ + 1 ⊥ ) is not pointed.
A natural question to ask is whether there exists an algebraically compact functor described by Theorem 34, but not captured by the methods presented here. We leave this for future work.
We also provided a compositionality result (Proposition 15) which then allowed us to present a constructive description of large classes of algebraically compact functors (Section 3). So far this has not been done with Barr's results.
Another approach for modelling mixed linear/non-linear recursive types is described in [LMZ19] where the authors interpret non-linear types within a carefully constructed subcategory of CPO. That method works only for CPO-categories whereas the techniques presented here work for arbitrary Vcategories. Also, the set of type expressions that can be interpreted with the methods from [LMZ19] is incomparable with the one presented here (neither is a subset of the other).
Conclusion
We established new results about algebraically compact functors without relying on limits, colimits or their coincidence. We arrived at these results in a more abstract way by observing that any enriched endofunctor is algebraically compact, provided that it factors through a category which is algebraically compact in an enriched sense. This then allowed us to establish large classes of algebraically compact functors which also admit a constructive description.
Our results are compositional and nicely complement other existing approaches in the literature which do rely on a limit-colimit coincidence.
